
Planning The Play as Declarer  

Declarer play is often feared by the majority of beginner/intermediate players for several reasons:  

- The onus of responsibility is on the declarer to make the contract. He can’t blame partner for 
not leading the right card in the middle of play 

- It’s difficult. Good declarer play requires a lot of planning, counting, and focus.  
- There’s not much more disappointing in bridge than making a mistake as declarer. Bidding 

mistakes can be attributed to “an unlucky lie” of the cards, or the qualitative judgment that is 
very subjective. A defense can fail due to an “unlucky” lead, or a misunderstanding of a card. 
Declarer play doesn’t have any of these excuses.  

With so many different things to think about, it’s important to have some order – otherwise the declarer 
will become easily overwhelmed.  

Declarer’s Though Process Prior to the Opening Lead 
 Before the opening lead is face up, look at the opponent’s convention card. Be aware of 
inferences in the bidding. Know what carding methods the opponents are using. Doing this builds a 
general expectation of the opponent’s hand shape. As play progresses, this “layout” of all four hands will 
become clearer. The goal is to be able to “visualize” the hand double dummy, so that solving the hand is 
easy.  

So, step-wise this looks like 
1. Review the bidding. Analyze it. Understand what holdings the opponents may or may not have.  
2. Look at what carding methods the opponents are using.  
 
The Opening Lead and Dummy 
After the opening lead is faced and dummy is set down, declarer should look at the 27 cards in front of 
him and assess several things. First, what holding is the opening lead from? Second, what winners and 
losers are available to his side based on his hand and the dummy? What cards do the opponents have 
between them? Third, how many losers need to be eliminated, or how many more winners need to be 
created?  

Again, step wise this thought process is:  

3. Analyze the opening lead.  
4. Count winners, losers, and cards 
5. Determine the number of winners/losers needed to make the contract.  
 
Planning A Line of Play 
This is perhaps the hardest part of declarer play. Based on all the available information gathered so far, 
declarer must look at each suit and see what chances there are of gaining any extra tricks/eliminating 
surplus losers. Then, declarer must look at the hand as a whole and mentally “play out” his possible lines 
of play for each suit. Some considerations, such as combining chances, endplays, and squeezes should 
occur. In doing this, declarer should never assume more than necessary with regard to where the cards 
are. He should play for as many distributions as possible in which the contract can be made. If a certain 
card must be with a certain defender, that assumption must be made.  



The steps are:  

6. Look at each suit individually. 
7. Look at all four suits together. 
8. Consider if any assumptions need to be made about where the cards must lie 
 
Choosing A Line, Preparing for Adjustments 
When the best line of play has appeared to declarer, he should follow that course of action. However, 
declarer must not be too hasty. Throughout the play, declarer should reassess for any snags that may 
occur. For instance, if a suit breaks unusually, declarer should reassess if there is anything he can do 
about that. Declarer should also keep track of what high cards have been played, in addition to the 
distribution of the opposition’s hands. 

9. Follow the plan cautiously and attentively.  
10. If something goes wrong, stop and think. 

 

What follows is the oversimplified, 10-step version of declarer’s thought process.  

1. Review the bidding. Analyze it. Understand what holdings the opponents may or may not have.  
2. Look at what carding methods the opponents are using.  
3. Analyze the opening lead.  
4. Count winners, losers, and cards.  
5. Determine the number of winners/losers needed to make the contract.  
6. Look at each suit individually. 
7. Look at all four suits together. 
8. Consider if any assumptions need to be made about where the cards must lie 
9. Follow the plan cautiously and attentively.  
10. If something goes wrong, stop and think. 

Here’s an example of applying these steps to a real hand:  

http://tinyurl.com/y9osstr2  

1. South opened 1 in 1st seat. He must have 5 and usually 12+ HCP. He might have 10 or 11 with 
more distribution. South probably isn’t 5-5 because he could have balanced.  If South is 
balanced, he probably won’t have 15-17 HCP (that would be a 1N opening). He might be 5-4 
with an unsuitable hand to balance. North didn’t double 1N, so he probably doesn’t have 9+ 
HCP. North also shouldn’t have a 6+ card suit with 6+ HCP – he could have bid over 1N. North 

also doesn’t have a shapely hand with 3. He might have 3 if he’s weak, balanced, or both.  
2. The opponent will play standard carding for the sake of this example.  

3. The 9 might be from 9xx(xx). It can’t be 4th best, as the only higher honors out between the 

opponents are the AKQ. Not only would North have doubled, but he would have led the A. 
Maybe North is leading a novice 9 from H98x(x). This is probably more likely, as North would 

probably opt for a  lead from a hand like xx 98xxx Ax Qxxx.  

http://tinyurl.com/y9osstr2


4. Looking at all of the HCP outstanding, there are 18 total (Q AKQ AJ Q) between N/S. If 
South has 12, North has 6 – the two hands vary accordingly (i.e. if South has more HCP, North 

has less). Declarer can expect to lose 4 or 5  tricks before getting in (based on the lead). In 

addition, he must lose the A. 

5. Declarer can count 4 definite winners (2 and 2). He needs 3 more to make the contract.  

6. s can be finessed (playing S for Qxxxx(x) or played from the top (if North has Q(x). s will 

provide no tricks. s can be played for three tricks (by either finessing against the J or playing 

to the KQ twice. This will work if South holds Ax(x).) s can be finessed in several ways, or the 

Q can be dropped.  

7. Once the defenders run their  tricks, they are going to have to lead in some form or fashion to 

declarer’s advantage. A  return will guarantee a trick in that suit, as will a  lead. A  return 

helps because if South leads a , the J is always a trick. If North leads a , nothing is lost – the 

 finesse would have to be taken anyway. 

8. Until declarer has to start discarding, there’s not too much issue in playing to two rounds of s 
and seeing which honors show up.  
Doing this leads the first three tricks to go:  
 

9 3 Q T 

A J 2 5  

4 6 K ?  
 

Now, declarer knows that North started with 4 or 5 s (North wouldn’t lead the 9 from K92). 
This means that South most likely is either 5-3 or 5-4 in the majors (6-3 is a possibility as well). 
Dummy must pitch two or three cards, and declarer must pitch one or two cards. Dummy can 

definitely pitch a  and a  safely. His 3rd pitch will require some card reading. Declarer can’t 

afford to pitch a , nor can he pitch two  or 2. So, a  and a  both seem safe. It looks 

better to pitch the  first. This leaves open the possibility of finessing s twice (75% a priori), in 

addition to leading towards the KQ (which looks to be a favorite based on the bidding).  
 

So, a  is pitched on the 3rd trick from dummy. When North leads a 4th , dummy pitches a  

and South pitches a . Declarer now knows that South started with 53xx distribution and the AQ 

of s. When North leads the final , declarer now has to go back to the tank.  
 

Pitching a  forfeits a delayed  finesse (if it is needed). Pitching a  forfeits developing a long 

. Pitching a  might lead to a guess if South gets in and shifts a .  
 

Consider what South’s hand looks like. South has to have the A unless he has specifically 

something like Qxxxx AQx Jxx Qx.  
 

With the assumption that South has the A, the hand now looks like ?xxxx AQx A?? ???. 

Since North is on lead, it doesn’t matter how the minor suits are distributed. If North leads a  

or a , declarer can deduce where the other honors are and play accordingly. If North instead 

exits a , declarer can be assured of two  tricks, and take his finesses in s and s.  
 

The situation described above will only be possible if a  is pitched from both hands. Declarer 

cannot pitch a  from his hand (this gives up the finessing position), and he cannot pitch a  



from his hand safely. Similarly, if dummy pitches a , South can give declarer a premature guess 

when he gets in with the A by leading a  immediately. Discarding a  removes the option of 

finessing the  suit when North leads a black suit.  
 

So, on the fifth heart, declarer and dummy both discard s. South pitches the 2, and North 

continues with a  to South’s A. South, after a moment’s thought, exits the J.  
 

The distribution of the hand seems very clear now. South started with 5332?xxxx AQx AJx 

?? (otherwise, he would probably have exited a small ). It’s hard to infer which black queen 

South has, as he won’t pitch s because pitching 3 would give declarer the  suit (it will expose 

the position of the Q regardless of which hand it’s in). The same line of thought applies to the 

 suit.  
 

Accordingly, declarer should go ahead and cash his s, the AK, and finesse the s. This takes 

advantage of the situation where South has Qx and the Q is offside.  
 
 
9/10. This step was done a little bit every other step – all the times where declarer “stops and 
thinks” or “considers the hand” is done to anticipate possible problems and solve them.  


